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ABSTRACT: When a sessile droplet of a complex mixture evaporates, its nonvolatile components may deposit into
various patterns. One such phenomena, the coffee ring effect, has been a topic of interest for several decades. Here,
we identify what we believe to be a fascinating phenomenon of droplet pattern deposition for another well-known
beveragewhat we have termed a “whiskey web”. Nanoscale agglomerates were generated in diluted American
whiskeys (20−25% alcohol by volume), which later stratified as microwebs on the liquid−air interface during
evaporation. The web’s strandlike features result from monolayer collapse, and the resulting pattern is a function of
the intrinsic molecular constituents of the whiskey. Data suggest that, for our conditions (diluted 1.0 μL drops
evaporated on cleaned glass substrates), whiskey webs were unique to diluted American whiskey; however, similar
structures were generated with other whiskeys under different conditions. Further, each product forms their own
distinct pattern, demonstrating that this phenomenon could be used for sample analysis and counterfeit
identification.
KEYWORDS: self-assembly, colloids, surface monolayers, Marangoni flow, droplet evaporation, whiskey

An evaporating droplet containing nonvolatile solutes
leaves a deposit whose form is dependent on the
intrinsic properties of the liquid,1,2 the nature of the

solutes or particles,3,4 and the environmental conditions under
which evaporation takes place.5,6 Understanding the deposition
of such nonvolatile solutes is critical for engineering of coating
and patterning processes.7 One common phenomenon, which
can arise in these coating processes, is the coffee ring
deposition effect where solute particles are transported to the
pinned contact line via capillary flow.8 Suppression of the
coffee ring effect has been extensively studied with various
liquids,9 including Scotch whisky, which yielded nearly
uniform particle deposition.10

Here, we demonstrate a self-assembled structure resulting
from the evaporation of a volatile sessile drop of American
whiskeysdepositing hierarchical weblike patterns that we
have termed a “whiskey web”.11 These webbed patterns were
formed by evaporating a 1.0 μL droplet of diluted American
whiskey onto a clean glass coverslip. Results herein will
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demonstrate that these weblike structures are monolayers of
water-insoluble chemical constituents that collapsed at the
interface of the sessile droplet. Traditionally, Langmuir
monolayers have been studied to gain insight into the behavior
of biological membranes,12 to develop thin films,13 or to
understand structural and phase transitions.14−16 Inadvertently,
this work demonstrated not only that such structures are
created during droplet evaporation, as one might expect for the
analogous monolayer compression experiment,17−19 but also
that the resulting pattern serves as chemical “fingerprints” of
the liquid. Figure 1 shows a selection of qualitatively repeatable
patterns generated from evaporated 1.0 μL drops of diluted

(20−25% alcohol by volume) American whiskey deposited on
coverslip glass.
The chemical composition of the whiskeys has an obvious

impact on monolayer composition and connectivity, thus
resulting in different patterns. The folds themselves can
resemble “twisted ribbons”, and in certain cases, monolayer
collapse leads to the formation of vesicles.14,20 The collapse of
the monolayers is further influenced by interfacial intermo-
lecular interactions, including alkyl chain length, headgroup
ionization, strength of interfacial hydrogen bonding, temper-
ature, and compression rate.21 Its heterogeneity, including
contaminants, plays a role in the formation of the collapsed

Figure 1. Examples of the surprisingly diverse “whiskey web” patterns. The patterns, approximately 2 mm in diameter, were formed by
drying droplets from various off-the-shelf whiskey products diluted to 20−25% alcohol by volume. Scale bar is 0.5 mm. Refer to Table S1 in
the Supporting Information for sample identification. Adapted with permission under a Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial 4.0
International License from ref 11, https://doi.org/10.1103/APS.DFD.2018.GFM.P0002. Copyright 2018 Stuart J. Williams.
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structure.22,23 The mechanism of collapse also depends on the
elasticity and cohesiveness of the monolayer.24 Previous
reports with relevance to this study have shown that whiskey
inherently contains chemicals that facilitate the generation of
interfacial monolayers,25 and dilution of whiskey with water
facilitates the transport of chemicals to the interface.26

American whiskey is a spirit distilled at less than 95% alcohol
by volume (ABV) from a fermented mash of grain and is
bottled at no less than 40% ABV.27 Various forms of American
whiskey exist (i.e., bourbon whiskey, rye whiskey, wheat
whiskey, etc.) with the defining characteristic being the mixture
of grains used in the mashing process.28 During fermentation,
secondary products, known as congeners, are formed by side
reactions and determine most of the organoleptic qualities of
the final product. The congeners include phenols, aromatics,
esters, aldehydes, higher alcohols, and trace substances.29 After
distillation, the product could be stored in a charred new oak
barrel for at least two years but is typically stored for four years
or longer. During the storage period, complex wood
constituents are extracted by the liquid, and reactions occur
between various organic substances, resulting in maturation of
the product. Maturation of whiskey increases the concentration
of acids, esters, and dissolved solids.30,31 American whiskey
differentiates itself from other whiskeys in that maturation
occurs in new charred oak containers. The amount of solids
contained in American whiskey is greater than whiskeys aged
in reused containers (1.8 g/L for straight bourbon whiskey
compared to 0.97 g/L for Canadian whiskeys and 1.27 for
Scotch).32 Whiskeys derived from new charred oak barrels
have relatively larger concentrations of water-insoluble
content.31 Further, bourbon whiskey has typically been
described as more resinous compared to other whiskeys,
with the foam from the former being more oily and remaining
much longer than that in the latter.31

Many of the organic components contained in whiskey are
amphipathic and alcohol-soluble.26 The dilution of a whiskey
with water results in the aggregation of the amphipathic
molecules into nanoscale agglomerates. This can be demon-
strated by diluting the whiskey with water, while stirring the
solution and shining a laser through the side of the container
(Figure 2). Due to the Tyndall effect,33 the scattered light from
the laser is brightest at a dilution of 20−30% ABV, where
agglomerates are largest in size and/or concentration. This
visualization effect is reduced at higher alcohol concentrations
due to the alcohol-soluble nature of the constituents. These

qualitative observations guided droplet evaporation experi-
ments, which were conducted at 20−25% ABV.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
First, we investigated whether such structures deposited on the
substrate or formed on the liquid−air interface. A time-lapse of
monolayer formation visualized with dark-field phase contrast
is shown in Figure 3 (with an accompanying Movie S1,

Supporting Information). Through manual focus adjustment, it
was confirmed that the structures were at the liquid−air
interface, suggestive of monolayer formation and collapse. The
initial image (Figure 3, 1 min) was relatively axisymmetric,
evidence of the circular reflection of the phase annulus.
However, the reflection became distorted as the monolayer
collapsed (Figure 3, 4 min). The monolayer continued to
collapse across the droplet surface area, and these features were
more clearly visible once the fluid completely evaporated
(Figure 3, 9 min).
A side-view time-lapse showing the evaporation of a diluted

bourbon whiskey drop is shown in Figure 4, confirming
interfacial distortion during evaporation. During evaporation,
the monolayer was exposed to stress due to the decreasing
surface area, eventually causing it to collapse when exposed to
a surface pressure greater than the equilibrium spreading
pressure.22 The overlapping of microcrystalline, inhomoge-
neous textures occurs during continuous overcompression.21

Assuming a spherical cap and a base diameter of 2.0 mm, the
surface area of a 1.0 μL pinned droplet will reduce by
approximately 33% during evaporation. Further, the presence
of a rigid monolayer will disrupt sessile evaporation,34

including significantly reducing the rate of evaporation.35,36

Figure 5 illustrates how whiskey web structures were created.
First, when a droplet of a diluted whiskey is initially placed
onto the substrate, agglomerates are driven to the surface of
the droplet through solutal Marangoni flows37 characterized by

Figure 2. Emergence of colloidal systems in diluted whiskeys.
Demonstration of the Tyndall effect, where a laser beam visualizes
the suspended agglomerates in various dilutions of a bourbon
whiskey.

Figure 3. Time-lapse of a 0.75 μL drop of diluted (25% ABV)
bourbon whiskey evaporating on the surface of an ITO-coated
glass slide under ambient conditions. Evaporation is observed with
an upright microscope using a dark-field phase annulus. At 4 min,
monolayer folds were observed that subsequently impact the
topography of the droplet. Additional folds were created as the
droplet evaporates (7.5 min), and these features are highlighted
once the liquid has completely evaporated (9 min). Scale bar is 0.5
mm
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volatile and erratic vortices38 (Figure 5a). As the concentration
of ethanol is greater closer to the interface because of the lower
surface tension of ethanol,39 the transport of ethanol toward
the interface also drives water-insoluble chemicals toward the
surface,26 where they disperse into monolayers.40 To visualize
bulk fluid motion, fluorescent microparticles (0.52 μm) were
added to the sample and observed during evaporation of the
droplet (Movie S2, Supporting Information). Vortices occur
during the first phase of bulk volatile evaporation and are
typical for ethanol−water droplet evaporation.38 The second
phase of evaporation is characterized by a more subdued radial
bulk flow, governed by thermal and surfactant-driven
Marangoni stresses (Figure 5b).
Figure 6 shows the multiple length scales associated with

these self-assembled structures, where square millimeter films
were generated from micrometer strands of nanometer-thick
monolayers. The collapsed monolayers (see the scanning
electron microscope (SEM) image in Figure 6 and additional
SEM images in Figure S1, Supporting Information) have a
strong resemblance to a traditional “twisted ribbon” fold.41

Although folded monolayers were clearly visible using dark-
field and/or light scattering techniques, confirming the
presence of uncollapsed monolayers presents a greater
challenge. We used energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy
(EDS) for elemental analysis of whiskey evaporated on ITO-
coated glass slides (Figure S2, Supporting Information). There
were elevated levels of carbon at the site of collapse (20%
normalized mass) and at uncollapsed sizes (3.5%) relative to a
plain ITO slide (0.4%), inferring that organic compounds from
the whiskey were deposited on the surface of ITO and with
greater concentrations at fold sites.
Intuitively, one would expect that the density of collapsed

structures would increase with more hydrophobic surfaces as a
larger droplet confined over smaller liquid−solid area will
result in a denser material network deposit. Figure S3
(Supporting Information) does indeed demonstrate this
trend when diluted whiskey droplets of larger volumes (2.0,
5.0, and 10.0 μL) were deposited in a polytetrafluoroethylene
(PTFE)-printed slide with fixed 2.0 mm wells. Further,
droplets of less than 0.5 μL did not create collapsed
monolayers (data not shown). Even though the density of
collapsed structures increased with larger droplet volumes, the
distinct “chemical fingerprints” (Figure 1) of each brand
became comparatively less distinctive and more challenging to
qualitatively differentiate.
Particle image velocimetry measurements during the first

phase of evaporation were conducted to explore whether or
not fluid dynamics induced monolayer collapse. Previous work
studying evaporation of undiluted Scotch droplets10 measured
fluid vortices on the order of 100 μm/s, whereas our diluted
American whiskey samples reached velocities in excess of 10
mm/s (Figure S4, Supporting Information). The estimated
shear stress, τ, associated with this flow was compared to the
collapse pressure of the monolayer, evaluated as

τ μ γ≈ Δ
Δ

=u
h

L/

where μ is viscosity (1 mPa·s), u is velocity (10 mm/s), h is the
average height of the droplet (100 μm), γ is the collapse
pressure (on the order of 10 mN/m), and L is the length scale
of the droplet (1 mm). The fluid shear stress was calculated to
be on the order of 100 mPa, which was not enough to
overcome the collapse pressure of monolayers (calculated to
be 10 Pa for these parameters). Even though fluid shear may
not directly induce monolayer collapse, it likely plays a role in
the transport of compounds during heterogeneous monolayer
formation or surface patterning.42

Figure 4. Series of images illustrating the evaporation of 2.5 μL
drop of diluted (25% ABV) bourbon whiskey on the surface of an
ITO-coated glass slide under ambient conditions. A distorted (i.e.,
nonaxisymmetric) surface profile is observed, suggesting inhomo-
geneous mechanical properties at the liquid−air interface. Scale
bar is 1.0 mm. Refer to Table S1 in the Supporting Information for
sample identification.

Figure 5. Schematic of the two general phases of flow and
monolayer self-assembly observed during whiskey web assembly.
(a) First phase is characterized by erratic solutal Marangoni
vortices as ethanol is driven to the liquid−air interface, influencing
monolayer formation and composition. (b) Monolayer collapse
occurs during bulk evaporation as the interfacial area of the
droplet decreases and was first observed approximately 3 min into
droplet evaporation. Significantly reduced radial flows were
observed.

Figure 6. Magnification of the whiskey web structures. SEM
imaging of the whiskey web shows the distinct folds of these
structures (additional SEM structures are available in Figure S1,
Supporting Information).
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Whiskey web formation was a function of dilution for similar
sized droplets (Figure 7). In general, whiskey webs formed
when various American whiskey samples were diluted within a
specific range, approximately 15−25% ABV. At alcohol
concentrations lower than 10% ABV, most whiskey samples
deposited in a simple coffee ring pattern (Figure 7a, 10%
ABV). However, longer-aged American whiskeys did not
exhibit the coffee ring effect at lower alcohol concentrations
(Figure 7b, 10% ABV). Elevated levels of solutes, including
surfactants, occur in longer-aged samples, and the relatively
high surfactant concentration may prevent the formation of a
coffee ring.43 At alcohol concentrations greater than 25%, the
samples deposited a nearly uniform film (Figure 7, 30−35%
ABV), similarly to previous studies with Scotch.10 Several
factors may contribute to the absence of monolayer collapse at
elevated ethanol levels. First, as the ethanol concentration
increases, chemical constituents become more soluble and the
monolayer becomes more mobile, reducing the occurrences of
collapse44 or, perhaps, alternatively facilitating the formation of
vesicles. Second, once the ethanol evaporates and the
monolayer is established on the remaining aqueous volume,
a greater ABV results in a smaller reduction in the aqueous
surface area, thereby lowering the incidence of collapse. Third,
previous investigations into chemical activity in the whiskey’s
headspace demonstrated that a higher concentration of
agglomerates reduces volatility;45−47 therefore, a lower dilution
(i.e., higher ABV) will reduce the magnitude and duration of
the solutal Marangoni flows that impact the initialization of the
monolayer itself. The data in Figure 7 show that whiskey web

formation occurs for a specific combination of chemical
constituents and ethanol concentration.
Oscillating pendant drop tests were conducted to measure

the surface viscoelasticity of whiskey, which provides insight
into the presence of surface-active molecules at the liquid−air
interface. Figure S5 shows the surface tension response to
surface area oscillations for bourbon whiskey and unaged
whiskey each diluted to 25% ABV and 15% ABV. Surprisingly,
data indicated that only the 15% ABV bourbon whiskey sample
showed measurable change in surface tension, suggesting the
presence of surfactant molecules at the interface. These data
can be explained by the hypotheses that bourbon whiskey
surfactants were solubilized in the bulk and/or the rigidity of
the monolayer was reduced at elevated ethanol concentrations
(25% ABV) compared to reduced levels (15% ABV). Second,
these measurements show that whiskey maturation results in
the generation of chemical constituents that are strongly
surface-active in monolayer formation.
Thousands of chemicals are found in whiskeys, and many of

them may contribute toward the molecular assembly of the
collapsed monolayers described herein. The unique concen-
tration and combination of congeners that comprise each
American whiskey’s flavor profile ultimately guide their
correspondingly distinctive whiskey web patterns (Figure 1).
To further demonstrate this, a control bourbon whiskey was
spiked with one of several key constituents that have been
identified in whiskeys: acetic acid (400 mg/mL), ethyl laurate
(700 mg/mL), lauric acid (13.5 mg/mL), lignin (400 mg/
mL), tannic acid (450 mg/mL), and vanillin (4.0 mg/mL).
These concentrations were selected to represent the mean level

Figure 7. Effect of dilution on the deposited whiskey webs. Web formation of various aged samples: (a) 3 years old and (b) 23 years old.
Scale bar is 0.5 mm. Refer to Table S1 in the Supporting Information for sample identification.

Figure 8. Effect of a set of model congeners on whiskey web patterns. Various congeners were added to a control bourbon whiskey to
demonstrate that the concentration and combination of these compounds ultimately guide each whiskey web pattern.
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of each respective chemical or represent that of their collective
chemical group (e.g., ethyl laurate for fatty acid ethyl esters),
typically found in whiskeys.48 Figure 8 shows that each
congener influences the structure of a formed whiskey web in a
specific way. However, predicting how every congener within
whiskey will influence monolayer collapse is nontrivial. The
collapse behavior of chemically homogeneous monolayers does
not correlate with the response of heterogeneous mono-
layers.18 Also, the presence of agglomerates, particles, and
impurities may result in lower than expected collapse
pressures.22,49 A thorough experimental approach is likely
needed to determine the influence of a particular combination
of congeners in monolayer formation and collapse. For
example, we demonstrated that similar structures can be
created from a 1.0 μL droplet of 50% ABV of 1.0 mg/mL lauric
acid and 1.5 mg/mL tannic acid (Figure S6, Supporting
Information); the future methodical experimental manipu-
lation of relative concentrations will provide insight into their
heterogeneous performance.
Most of the tested American whiskeys (65 of 66 samples,

refer to Table S1, Supporting Information) formed webs when
drying 1.0 μL droplets at 25% ABV. The distinctive visual
features of the evaporated structures were generally repeatable
from the same bottle of American whiskey. Even the least aged
available sample, which was matured for 3 months, produced a
whiskey web. However, unaged distillates at the same dilution
(n = 5) did not form webs nor uniform films (Figure S7a,
Supporting Information). The lack of web structures for
unaged whiskey indicates that the components extracted
during the aging process are needed to form whiskey webs.
The following aggregated image pattern identification test

was conducted to evaluate the repeatability of evaporated
whiskey web patterns and to demonstrate how digital image
analysis could be used for identification. Three different
American whiskeys from the same distiller were selected, and
30 web images were acquired for each sample (90 total). For a
given whiskey, 25 images were analyzed and averaged to
represent that sample’s digital “fingerprint”. Next, the
remaining 15 images (five of each sample) were compared
to each of the three samples’ “fingerprint”. The individual
images were matched correctly over 90% of the time, thus
demonstrating the repeatability of whiskey web formation. In
the future, the identification process can be strongly enhanced
by using machine learning digital algorithms for shape
matching and structure identification.50,51 However, it is
important to note that we observed that environmental
conditions (temperature, humidity, etc.) would impact web
formation, and as such, their impact on monolayer integrity
should be considered.
The only American whiskey sample tested that did not form

webs had been aged 42 years and likely contained elevated
levels of surface-active compounds. The presence of the
surfactant itself could disrupt the rigidity of the monolayer,
resulting in a more mobile layer that is less likely to buckle. To
demonstrate that elevated levels of common surfactant
suppress web formation, 0.005 wt % of sodium dodecyl sulfate
(Sigma-Aldrich, USA) was added to a control sample that
otherwise formed websthis resulted in the formation of a
uniform film void of web structures.
The influence of maturation-derived surfactants on the final

self-assembled pattern may also be evident in older-aged
samples. This is illustrated in Figure 1g,i,j,m, showing samples
which were aged at least 15 years. Compared to most of the

other images in Figure 1, these have reduced or nonexistent
collapsed structures near the perimeter of the droplet. As the
droplet evaporates, surfactants tend to have an increased
concentration near the perimeter of the droplet. The relative
increase in surfactant concentration at the perimeter may result
in less rigid monolayers closer to the droplet’s edge, thereby
reducing the incidence of collapse near the perimeter.
Interestingly, webs did not form under the same conditions

for diluted 1.0 μL drops of non-American whiskeys such as
Scotch, brandy, Irish whiskey, etc. (Figure S7b,c and Table S1,
Supporting Information). These products are distilled from
different mashes with various finishing processes ranging from
the addition of coloring to aging in uncharred new oak barrels
or used charred oak barrels.29 Recall that whiskeys derived
from new charred oak barrels have greater solids content32 and
relatively larger concentrations of water-insoluble content.31

Therefore, the reduced overall concentration of solutes,
including water-insoluble components, is likely why monolayer
collapse was not observed under similar conditions (20−25%
ABV, 1.0 μL). However, we did find that two non-American
whiskeys produced self-assembled structures with a greater
droplet volume (2.0 μL) and lower dilution (40% ABV); refer
to Figure S8, Supporting Information.

CONCLUSIONS

In summary, the results reported here show that whiskeys are
chemically complex liquids whose chemical profiles not only
distinguish each product52 but are also responsible for the
uniqueness of each product-specific pattern of deposits from
drying droplets. Our findings strongly suggest that the new
charred barrels have components that readily dissolve in
ethanol, which form colloidal suspensions when diluted with
water due to nanoparticle precipitation or solubilization
(though this is not the only alcoholic spirit that forms colloids
with water dilution).53 These constituents derived from new
barrel maturation are critical to whiskey web formation.
Further, it may be possible to form these structures using
samples other than American whiskeys under conditions that
exacerbate web formation including solutions that encompass
greater levels of similar colloids and/or evaporation on more
hydrophobic surfaces (i.e., greater change in surface area during
evaporation).
One unexpected and visually impressive finding is that

congeners, comprising less than 1% (by weight) of whiskey
composition, are responsible for the creation of self-assembled
structures that span several length scales, beginning with the
collapse of sub-micrometer monolayers from nanoscale
agglomerates to the final weblike structure that covers several
square millimeters. Use of digital image analysis may enable
visual identification of the product and degree of (desired or
not) dilution. For example, web patterns become less dense
with increasing dilution (Figure 7, 15−25% ABV), and a
straightforward digital image analysis tool can be used to
identify adulterated whiskey. To this end, we assembled a
simple smartphone-based visualization platform (Figure S9,
Supporting Information), enabling portable acquisition of
whiskey web digital images. Our preliminary data show that
such digital image inspection may lead to simple chemical
analysis of American whiskeys; furthermore, this simple and
surprisingly distinctive effect may be applicable to similar
characterization of spirits54 or other volatile liquids.
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METHODS
Three different substrates were used for the evaporation of droplets:
PTFE-printed slides containing 30 2.0 mm wells (Electron
Microscopy Science, #63434-02, Hatfield, PA), microscope cover
glass (22 × 50 mm, VWR, #16004-314, Radnor, PA), and indium tin
oxide (ITO) glass slides (SPI Supplies, West Chester, PA). The latter
were used exclusively for SEM images and EDS analysis. Substrates
were submerged in a sonicated acetone bath for at least five minutes
prior to testing.
Whiskey samples (Table S1, Supporting Information) were either

acquired through commercial purchase, generously donated by
colleagues, or provided by the distiller. Whiskey samples were diluted
with deionized water and mixed prior to droplet deposition.
Evaporation occurred under ambient conditions (20−22 °C, 30−
46% RH).
Microscopic images were captured using a digital camera (Canon

EOS Rebel T7i) mounted to an inverted microscope (Nikon Ti−U)
or an upright microscope (Zeiss Axio Imager). For the inverted
microscope, an LED ring light was mounted above the sample and its
height was adjusted for a given microscope objective (2×, 4×, 10×, or
20×) for optimal image contrast. A dark-field phase contrast ring was
used in conjunction with the upright microscope. The digital images
were not altered except for minor adjustments in contrast levels.
For EDS measurements, Bruker QUANTAX XFlash 6 energy-

dispersive X-ray spectroscopy was used with Carl Zeiss SUPRA 35 VP
SEM (Bruker Nano GmBH, Berlin, Germany; Carl Zeiss Microscopy,
GmBH, 07745 Jena, Germany).
Fluorescent microparticles (1.0 μm, Thermo Scientific Fluoro-max

R0100) were added to the diluted whiskey samples for microparticle
image velocimetry (similar to that in ref 10), with a final
concentration of 0.01% solids. A 25% ABV 1.0 μL droplet sample
was deposited on a cleaned PTFE-printed slide. Image pairs (Δt = 1.4
ms) were acquired every 0.24 s with a high-speed camera (HiSpec 4,
Fastec Imaging) mounted to an inverted microscope (Nikon Ti−U,
4× objective with 0.13 NA). Particles were illuminated with scattered
light using an LED ring light.

Interfacial rheology was conducted via the pendant drop technique
using a Rame-́Hart goniometer. Bourbon whiskey and unaged whiskey
were diluted with deionized water to 25 and 15% ABV. Liquid
droplets of approximately 8 μL were dispensed into a sealed cuvette
and surrounded by air. The droplets were then left to rest for up to 30
min. As the droplets aged, evaporation reduced the droplet volume.
To compensate for this, small volumes of the liquid were dispensed
periodically to maintain a volume of 8 μL. Oscillations were
conducted at a frequency of 0.1 Hz and an area displacement (ΔA/
A0) of less than 10% to ensure a mechanical equilibrium between the
droplet and the oscillator. Each droplet was oscillated five times to
obtain the corresponding change in surface tension. After the
oscillation was complete, the droplet was discarded, and a new
droplet was formed. This process was repeated in triplicate for each
sample, and the results were reported as an average of the three runs.

Congener tests were conducted with acetic acid (Sigma-Aldrich,
#A6283), ethyl laurate (Sigma-Aldrich, #W244104), lauric acid
(Sigma-Aldrich, #W261408), lignin (TCI America, CAS 8068-05-
1), tannic acid (Sigma-Aldrich, #403040), and vanillin (Sigma-
Aldrich, #V1104). Congeners were added to a control bourbon
whiskey first and mixed before being diluted with deionized water.
Two microliter droplets were applied to PTFE-printed slides and
evaporated (Figure 4); similar qualitative results were observed for 1.0
μL droplets, but such features were exacerbated using the larger
droplet volume.

Three different bourbon whiskeys from the same distiller were
selected for repeatability and identification tests (Figure 9). Samples
were first diluted to 25% ABV, and then 30 1.0 μL drops of each
sample (90 drops total) were evaporated on PTFE-printed slides.
Digital images were acquired for each image with an inverted
microscope as previously described. A custom MATLAB program was
developed for the following analytical procedure. First, digital images
(2.4 MP) were converted to a binary image using a threshold function
(where black pixels have an intensity value of “0” and white pixels
“1”). Next, a circle (of radius R) was fit to each well, and only pixels
within this circle were subsequently analyzed (approximately 7.2
million pixels). Next, a circular averaging filter (with filter radius 0.1R)
was applied to each binary image to effectively blur the image. The

Figure 9. Analysis of microscope images of web patterns. Thirty droplets of each tested American whiskey sample were imaged and analyzed.
Digital images were converted to binary images and processed with a radial filter. Each pixel was then placed into a bin based on their radial
position (four bins) and intensity (20 bins). Twenty-five arrays were averaged to represent a given American whiskey sample. The remaining
15 droplets (five of each sample) were tested against the averaged representative data. A single image was matched with its American
whiskey over 90% of the time. Refer to Table S1 in the Supporting Information for sample identification.
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resulting pixels were then placed into data bins by radius (five bins at
equal 0.2R increments) and intensity (20 bins at equal increments
across a range of 0 to 0.4). Numerical values of each bin were the
percentage of pixels within a certain radial bin found within a specific
intensity bin. The first radial bin (0 to 0.2R) was omitted, resulting in
a final 4 × 20 data array to represent a single digital web image. A data
array was obtained for each of the 90 web images. A second MATLAB
program was created in which, for a given whiskey sample of 30 image
data arrays, 25 were randomly selected and averaged as a
representation of that whiskey sample. The remaining 15 samples
(five for each of the three samples) were compared to the three
samples’ averaged data array using a sum of least squares; the value
with the smallest sum was selected as its match. This program was
repeated 1000 times and matched individual images successfully over
90% of the time.
Smartphone images were acquired with a clip-on lens (Kingmas

60X) mounted on a Samsung Galaxy Note 8 smartphone.
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